Enzyme reactions at the surface of living cells. I. Electric repulsion of charged ligands and recognition of signals from the external milieu.
The dynamic behaviour of a polyelectrolyte-bound enzyme is studied when diffusion of substrate or diffusion of product is coupled to electric repulsion and to Michaelis-Menten enzyme reaction. The definition of the classical concepts of electric partition coefficients and Donnan potential of a polyelectrolyte membrane has been extended under global non-equilibrium conditions. This extension is permissible when a strong repulsion exists of substrate and product by the fixed negative charges of the membrane. Coupling between product diffusion, electric repulsion and enzyme reaction at constant advancement may result in a hysteresis loop of the partition coefficient as the product concentration is increased in the reservoir. This hysteresis loop vanishes as the rate of product diffusion increases. No hysteresis loop may occur when electric repulsion effects are coupled to substrate diffusion and reaction. The existence of multiple values of the partition coefficient for a fixed concentration of product implies that the membrane may store short-term memory of the former product concentration present in the external milieu. The occurrence of hysteresis generated by coupling enzyme reaction, product diffusion, electric partition effects at constant advancement of the reaction may be viewed as a sensing device of product concentration in the external milieu. Surprisingly, non-linearities required to generate this sensing device come from electrostatic effects and not from enzyme kinetics.